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Health is Wealth
By Todd Breland, VBR General Manager
How is your company’s blood pressure? Does the sound of jumpstarting 2014
with new challenges, increased goals and high
expectations fire you up or scare the daylights
out of you?
Starting a new year can be exciting and
nerve-wracking. We want to rush out of the
gate with a burst of energy but with a controlled
plan of attack. After all, a fresh new beginning
gives us an opportunity to either build upon
2013’s momentum or make major adjustments
to what didn’t work last year and get the train
on the right track.
As I talk to business leaders across
the Valley, many companies and organizations
spent last quarter reinventing their brand, developing a new website -- pretty much starting
over from an image standpoint – so they can hit
the ground running in 2014 with a new “look.”
That’s smart. Times are changing and sometimes we have to look in the mirror and say,
“Our identity for the past 25 years has expired.
Who are we now?”
The Valley is at a unique point in its
history. Stars are aligning for our region to really prosper in the near future and for many

years to come. As South Texas business leaders, the
challenges of embracing the incredible opportunities
before us should light a fire within us. Look around
you. We are in the beginning stages of a brand new
Rio Grande Valley!
If there was such a profession as a “business
doctor”, he/she would ask us about our company’s
blood pressure. Is it at a dangerous low? Is it rising
with all the new activity and announcements of other
huge projects on the near horizon? Or, is fear and
anxiety causing high levels including blurred vision?
Health is wealth. For our region to capitalize
on current and upcoming economic development, we
need to be mentally and physically fit in order to be a
part of region-building solutions. Are we staying active by continuously prospecting, thinking outside of
the box, operating our institutions with an open mind
and putting the Valley’s interest above our personal
agenda?
Unity of our four counties is the only way our
region will truly prosper. Throwing old, petty spats in
the garbage disposal and collectively agreeing that one
city’s win is our region’s victory must be universal if
we want to take South Texas to the next level. Much
progress has recently been made toward the consolidation of two MSAs (Metropolitan Statistical Area) into
a single MSA. A Dallas-Fort Worth-Arlington MSA

is working very well. The Rio Grande Valley is
just six years away from the opportunity to turn
the vision into a reality.
Beginning in 2020 (and that’s not too
far away), how strong of a pitch would our region have if the Rio Grande Valley could boast
that we are all in this together as one unified
MSA. There is strength in numbers. According
to the U.S. Census, Brownsville-Harlingen and
McAllen-Mission-Edinburg MSAs have a combined population exceeding 1.5 million, and
that’s just on the U.S. side of the Rio Grande
River. Adding Northern Mexico totals more
than 3 million! The numbers are quite impressive to companies looking to relocate, expand
or just grow. More importantly, it indicates
that South Texas is a unified group of progressive communities wanting the best for our region (not what is best for one city). A win for
any city in the Valley is a REGIONAL victory.
We have some work to do to prepare
for this new choice, but the time is now to
completely tear down the wall. We need each
other for the Rio Grande Valley to be a global
force.
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Office (R)evolution
By Eileen Mattei
tional with deep file drawers, cut-outs for power cords ful furniture,” Rivera said. “Their offices don’t
Let’s add one more item to the list of and cables access through the back, and a drop-down have as much black and brown furniture as
things that’s not like your grandfather’s — your drawer for a keyboard. Wooden chairs and basic seat- American offices.” One example is the tradioffice. Contemporary office furniture is two ing for clients or patients are being replaced by club tional writing desk with deep-red leather insets
generations away from obligatory black chairs chairs in professional offices.
paired with red club chairs, an attractive comand heavy, dark brown furniture The office
Transitional-style dining room tables (as bination of color and comfort. It’s also available
of today combines functionality, comfort and a opposed to traditional ones) have made their way in green and white leather.
lively sense of style. After all, we spend most of into offices as conference tables with greater appeal.
Rivera said a hot office trend is floor
our waking hours in our offices. We are most “These tables have clean lines, maybe colored legs, and mirrors. “It’s a great way to decorate, to bring
productive when our surroundings are estheti- comfortable chairs that don’t make you think dining more light into a room, to open up a space.
cally pleasing, visually stimulating and physi- room,” Rivera said. He knows of an office where the People have told me how helpful the mirror has
cally comfortable.
wife and children come to eat dinner at the part-time been when they have to run out to an imporEven in our technology-intensive work conference table with the father who’s working extend- tant meeting.”
environments, one factor has not changed. The ed hours. Female executives working long hours have
office is designed to convey an image of our- requested office furniture that doubles as a homework Goldilocks’ Choice
selves as successful business people worthy of area for their children.
“Warm, bright colors make an office
the trust placed in us by our clients and staff.
“The migration of Mexican professionals to come alive. The whole idea is to have the office
“People tell me they want their office to the Valley has meant we have more requests for color- reflect your personality and make the business
look inviting. Others say their
office is too boring,” said Seth
Rivera Jr., design consultant at
Designer’s Showroom. He has
designed judges’ chambers and
doctors’ offices with the goal of
making the sitting areas seem
less institutional and more personal. “It makes a difference. It
makes you look more human.”
The furniture business
has changed just as its inventory has evolved. Designer’s
Showroom, with locations in
Brownsville and McAllen, is the
high-end spin-off of Edelstein’s,
the family furniture store chain
founded in 1912 and sold to
Grupo Famsa of Monterrey in
2008. Designer’s is still owned
and operated by Morris Edelstein’s descendants.
The word open identifies many aspects of the modern
office: open shelving, open sight
lines, open spaces, open communication and open to light.
Multiple work areas in executive offices and at workstations
reflect new work styles: collaborative work and multi-tasking,
and meeting subordinates and
clients.
Careful attention to
the style, fabric and texture of
sofas and chairs in offices results in a welcoming, appealing environment, Rivera said.
Free-standing bookcases have
been designed to be more func- Stylish conference tables come with comfortable chairs at Designer’s Showroom. (VBR)
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look professional and contemporary,” said Tom
Ream, NIU Urban Living sales manager. The
two-story upscale furniture store on North 10th
offers eye-catching options such as mirror-sided
filing cabinets, orange sofas, and dark gray or

An interior design sample of the fabrics, furniture
and finishes assembled by Valley Designs for a
commercial client. (VBR)

gleaming glass writing This Designer’s Showroom contemporary bookcase for executive offices has a hidden
table-style desks. It all keyboard shelf and cut-outs for computer cords. (VBR)
depends on the image
you want to present.
You can have
innovative style with
comfort, Ream said,
courtesy of the Stressless brand of office and
home chairs which
come in small, medium and large sizes.
“We fit it to each individual’s height and
lumbar issues, so it is
ergonomically correct.
Stressless is one of the
most
comfortable
seating brands in the
world with contemporary and styles.”
NIU’s design
consultants look beyond functionality to
the use of space with
adaptable workstation
components. They can
design a complete office from the reception
area and conference
rooms to individual
can be hesitant about making decisions involvoffices and workstations, Ream said. Overall, office sofas, chairs, desks, ing changes in style, Designer’s Showroom and
occasional tables and lighting should be a reflection NIU Urban Living provide experienced consulof the successful and adventurous spirits who work tants to guide them through the process. They
advise on furniture elements, fabrics and accesthere.
Because furniture-buying customers in medi- sories to create a harmonized image.
cal office buildings, hotels and established businesses

Begin 2014 With A New
Office! Packages Start
At Just $49 / Month!

A splash of chair color accents a glass desk at NIU Urban Living.
(VBR)

Designing
On the other hand, some businesses hire a registered interior designer like Lew Vassberg, the owner
of Valley Designs and an office furniture dealer, to furnish or remodel
their premises. Vassberg said office
furniture choices are very dependent
on personality, either of the CEO or
individual managers.
“Most of the time, it is about
comfort. Fortunately, we’re able to
make them comfortable with good
looking furniture,” said Vassberg.
“Ergonomic issues really need to be
taken into consideration: the height
of the chair, the level of the computer
and keyboard. People don’t understand why their neck or back hurts,
but it’s often due to their chair.”
“Shared work surfaces enable
groups to work together regularly,”
she said. “The biggest change in of-

January 2014
A red leather writing table conveys understated coolness. (VBR)

fices is the use of workstations or systems furniture. It lets you put
a lot of furniture in a small space and it can be reconfigured easily.
Some offices install standing-height tables as alternative work surfaces and meeting areas. Others have small tables
for impromptu collaborations of three or four people.”
Vassberg has noticed that young CEOs are
adopting tables for desks and showing a preference
for lots of clean space, away from their workstation. But what has not changed is that managers
and owners want a space away from their desk to
carry on conversations.
Razzle-Dazzle
Given all the understated sophistication
of the contemporary office, it is hard to resist inserting a dazzling touch of technology. Mitch Killion, COO of Core Business Solutions in Pharr,
demonstrated writing on the 70-inch flat screen
of the Aquos Board from Sharp. The device has
a dedicated computer and a touch screen overlay
and can be controlled through an iPad. The data
written on the screen can be saved with the underlying chart, map or presentation or printed out for
participants.
Whatever your personality and industry,
stylish, comfortable furniture can help turn your
office -- your home away from home -- into an
enjoyable, productive workspace.
For more information, see designers-showroom.com,
niuurbanliving.com, valleydesigns.com and cbs-tx.
com.
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Tom Ream poses with a contemporary desk at NIU Urban Living. (VBR)
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Shrimp Industry Catches the Wave
By Eileen Mattei
With shrimp prices at an all-time high,
the Brownsville-Port Isabel shrimp fleet is doing its best to keep up with demand. A 70%
drop in imported Asian shrimp due to a disease
problem has given Texas shrimpers an opportunity to supply a hungry U.S. market. Approximately 450 trawlers go out from Texas ports.
“There are happy shrimpers now,”
said Andrea Hance, executive director of the
Brownsville-based Texas Shrimping Association. The owners of the 150 shrimp boats based
in Cameron County had endured six tough
years prior to this. Fuel prices had hit all-time
highs, while shrimp prices had plummeted to
all-time lows. In addition, the oil spill closed
shrimping grounds.
About 175 million pounds of shrimp
are harvested from the Gulf annually by 1,500
boats. That is enough to satisfy only 10-15%
of the U.S. market, which consumes 1.4 billion pounds of shrimp. In summer months,
a shrimp trawler fishes the Gulf for 45 days
straight with its crew of four or five. A good
trip means bringing home between 40,000 and
50,000 pounds, headed and individually quick
frozen on board. Yet the cost of fuel per trip is
still running near $40,000. Given the current
shrimp prices, the Port Isabel-Brownsville boats
come into port for only a few days to unload
their catch, do repairs, refuel, restock and head
back out.
“Texas shrimp are sweeter and firmer
than imported ones,” said Hance, who owns
two shrimp boats with her husband. Through
Texas Shrimp Association, she helps educate
consumers and legislators about the quality of

w i l d - c a u g h t Father Dan out of Palacios steams toward the fishing grounds. (Courtesy: Tony Reisinger,
Gulf shrimp Texas AgriLife and NOAA)
as well the
importance of
protecting and
growing Texas
wild shrimp.
“Texas is the
only state that
closes its waters to shrimp
boats
two
months of the
year.” During
those months,
Texas
boats
fish the waters
off other states.
But when the
Texas season
re-opens on
July 15, Gulf
trawlers converge on Texas waters going after the big- boats. “Now it’s hard to find a boat for sale. It’s
still hard to find a banker to lend you money to
ger shrimp.
TSA’s Facebook page highlights the restau- buy a shrimp boat.” Used trawlers might sell
rants that serve wild-caught shrimp. Besides creating for $250,000 while new boats are easily double
a positive buzz about the Texas shrimping industry, that.
While the shrimping industry has
Hance works to keep TSA members informed of environmental issues that impact the industry, legislative many traditions, some shrimpers are venturing
issues, changes in import tariffs and wind turbines in into new arenas. Local shrimpers are tapping
into the public’s desire to learn more about
the Gulf.
Hance pointed out that the shrimping indus- where their seafood comes from.
A year ago, when shrimp prices were
try primarily consists of family groups. “Nearly everybody I talk to is from one family or another. They’re very low, Greg Landrie, whose family has been
cousins or brothers or fathers and sons. The econom- shrimping since the 1950s, was sitting at his
ics of shrimping work out so you can’t have just one desk at Texas Gulf Trawling LLC at the Brownsboat,” she said. Most families have more than two ville Shrimp Basin. He recalled that the family-

This shrimp trawler has her nets up while working the Gulf. (Courtesy: Tony Reisinger)

Shrimping vessel takes on heavy seas in the northern Gulf. (Courtesy: Tony
Reisinger)
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owned business had given Winter Texan members of their Island Greg Landrie of Texas Gulf Trawling has expanded his family’s business to shrimp boat tours
Baptist Church brief tours of a shrimp boat. “Why not see if with a shrimp boil six days a week. (VBR)
this idea goes beyond our church?” he wondered. So Landrie
sent simple fliers to a handful of RV parks, and the next day was
fielding calls for tours.
“We had over 2,000 people last year,” Landrie said. The
visitors learned the difference between wild-caught Gulf shrimp
and imported shrimp. Tourists received a dockside presentation
on the industry and went onto a docked boat to be shown how
the fishing equipment works and to see the crew’s cabins. “We
do a step-by-step of catching shrimp and processing them, with
a big shrimp boil at the end.”
Landrie was surprised that the demonstration of how to
peel a shrimp was so popular. “We sold 600 to 700 peelers in
two months.” Educating the public is the goal, Landrie said, so
the visitors go home and ask for domestic wild shrimp. “Even at
$12 (per visitor), it’s not a money-maker for us.”
This year, Texas Gulf Trawling’s Shrimp Boil and Tour
started booking reservations in December. The two- to threehour tours are offered six days a week from mid-January through
March. Shrimp peeling contests with door prizes have been
added. Texas Gold Shrimp, the company’s brand, is available for
purchase on site after the tour.
“We don’t know what 2014 will bring,” Hance said.
“We’re hoping shrimp prices will plateau and not go any higher.”
For more information, see texasgoldshrimp.com and texasshrimpassociation.org.
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Image Stylist Saves Client’s Time
By Anita Westervelt
If you’re tired of how you look, go in
a slump every time you open your closet, or
have a mental meltdown thinking about what
to wear to an event, image stylist Lillyan David
might be someone you want on speed dial. She
was born with the fashionista gene and loves
sharing her passion with clients.
In business for herself as Closet Couture for the past three years, David recently
achieved the fulfillment of another dream – to
connect nation-wide from her Harlingen business. In September she was brought into the
exclusive, California-based wardrobe styling
agency, Urban Darling, as one of its 20 licensed
stylists in the U.S., covering South Texas and
the Rio Grande Valley. “It was the best birthday
present ever,” she said. “Being associated with a
national company adds credence to my credentials.”
David’s consultant business is multifaceted and can be as simple as closet auditing
or as comprehensive as a full make-over. She
will assess, organize and recommend changes
to a current wardrobe, take clients shopping,
shop for them, and provide hair, make-up and
accessories consultations. She herself has a team

of connections Image consultant Lillyan David styled models Elma Juarez, Rose Snell, Deborah Poe, and
on speed-dial. Diana Stone for a commercial. (Courtesy)
“A full makeover consists
of wardrobe,
hair
and
m a k e - u p ,”
David said.
“I
collaborate with local, independent hair and
make-up artists.”
Generally all first
sessions begin
with the client’s closet,
looking
at
clothes, shoes
Once everything is organized, the client may
and accessories. “A lot of time can be saved, especially on work- only need to add a few accessories or two or
day mornings, just by having an organized and coded three pieces of clothing.”
After organizing, David advises the clicloset,” David said. “I organize by color and season.
It simplifies everything. A closet shouldn’t be a col- ent on what works together for different effects
lection point. It should only contain wardrobe items. and different occasions in a manner best suited
to that client. “For a client who wants to dress
for an event, we first consider what the client
wants to look like. I bring my iPad, and we

Lillyan David assists client Joe Haddad during his
image makeover. (VBR)
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search the Internet for options, for images they
might want. Then we get specific.”
While David has favorite local stores,
where she takes clients shopping depends on
the client’s budget and where they are comfortable. “I start by getting to know my client.
Their feedback is important. I don’t want to
take over.”
Closet Couture is not only for women.
An Arizona man who took a job in the Valley
wanted a fresh start, so he got the full package,
sans the makeup artist. After going through his
closet together, David spent two full days shopping with the man as well as visiting a hair stylist. He added 10 shopping bags of purchases
to his revitalized closet. Shortly after his makeover, he told David he joined a gym and started
working out to go along with his new image.
Being a closet maven and fashion guru
is a full-time job that David considers ideal
for working from home. She continually takes
stock of fashion changes locally and in Austin
and Houston. “We travel a lot because of my
husband’s job, and I love that I am still able
to do what I love best, shopping and looking
at fashion.” She sparks up her year by attending trade workshops and an annual trek to New
York Fashion Week.
David’s marketing plan developed it-
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self. Word of mouth has given her a successful client list and social media has given her
a following. “I get more clients from personal
referrals. Word gets around quickly.”
Now, with her listing on the Urban
Darling website, she has established a Facebook page where she uploads photos, offers
advice, writes about hair styles and gives fashion hints. “I love to inspire people. Keeping
my Facebook page active helps me do that and
keep in touch with my customers.”
David speaks to groups and especially
likes encouraging young girls. “My job is not to
make you look fab and glam, I will tell them,”
she said. “I like to teach young girls how to
dress like a lady. I think it’s important for them
to learn not to follow every trend because not
every trend is appropriate. I talk to them about
having confidence and positive self-esteem.
That’s part of your image. It has to come from
within.”
David has had many repeat customers
but never had an unhappy client. Energy, enthusiasm, easy marketing and happy customers
make for an ideal fit for this Urban Darling.
Contact Lillyan David on Facebook and at www.
Lillyan David poses with an organized, functional closet.
urbandarling.com under Find Your Stylist.
(VBR)
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The Fed Looks at the RGV
By Eileen Mattei
Both McAllen and Brownsville have
regained all the jobs they lost in the recession,

according to Roberto Coronado, a Federal Reserve
Bank of Dallas senior economist and assistant vice
president in charge in El Paso. While talking about the
major role of wholesale and retail trade
on the border’s economy at the Border
Economic Development and Entrepreneurship Symposium, Coronado pointed out that border bilateral trade is 4.6%
above the long-term trend. Among the
top trade sectors in 2012 were automotive, petroleum, electronics, telecom and
machinery.
An increase in maquila activity generates labor market growth in its sister
city, Coronado said. A 10% rise in maquila output is linked to a 6.6% growth
in employment in Brownsville. “McAllen
is the city that benefits the most. Most
jobs created are in the service sector -transportation, warehousing, logistics,
professional services.” He listed the top
five ports of entry in Texas for goods as
Laredo, El Paso, Hidalgo, Eagle Pass and
Brownville. The Brownsville-Harlingen
STC economics student Karen Rohrbach, a retired biochemist, and McAllen-Edinburg-Mission MSAs
and Edinburg City Manager Ramiro Garza took notes as Federal are among the state’s top exporters after
Reserve Board speakers talked about border economics. (VBR)
first-ranked Houston. McAllen exported

$5.6 billion in goods, primarily electronics, in
2012, while Brownsville tallied $4.6 billion in
exports. Mexico is the destination of 37% of
Texas exports with another 16% destined for
Central and South America and 16% to Asia.
On the U.S. import side of the equation, Mexico exported one million vehicles in
2004, while today it exports 2.15 million units,
primarily to North America.
The overall border economy has been
improving in part because the region over the
last 20 years has been transitioning from a
manufacturing focus to a service economy. In
1990, manufacturing comprised 15% of the
economy, whereas in 2011 it was only 3%.
Coronado said this was good because “service
jobs pay higher wages than manufacturing jobs.
The region is attracting the right types of jobs.”
Nevertheless, the Valley’s two MSAs rank at
the bottom nationally in household income. A
major factor in the ranking is the low level of
educational attainment of much of the population.
The retail sector has not recovered as
strongly as would be expected, particularly in
McAllen, Coronado said. Nevertheless, Mexican citizens logged 72 million border crossings
to Texas in the previous year and spent about
$4.5 billion. In McAllen, Mexican shoppers
are responsible for 35-40% of retail sales. In
Brownsville, 30-35% of retail sales are attributed to Mexican shoppers.
Valley banks fared better than the national average, the economist noted. “The Valley has a bigger base of low income people.
Local banks understood their customers and
didn’t get into the (lending) problems.” But
despite their good performance, Valley banks
must still deal with regulatory tightening and
procedures.
Coronado predicted clouds on the
horizon for the Rio Grande Valley due to the
modest national recovery, the fact that Mexico
is experiencing a slowdown, and the impact of
federal budget issues. The Valley has double
the national percentage of federal jobs (3.6%
versus 1.5%), including private sector contractors. Areas with a big presence of federal government, such as the border, have to deal with
a weakened sector of the economy.
But the Valley’s private sector is doing
well and bringing in more high-paying jobs,
Coronado concluded. “This is a strategic location. We need to capitalize on it.” The Valley is
not on the edge of the U.S. It is the gateway to
the world.
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A Resourceful Human
By Susan LeMiles Holmes
Nelson Mandela was born into a world
where South African natives had the right to
vote. Mahatma Gandhi had made it so. Mandela was a direct descendant of kings from the
Xhosa clan of the Thembu people. His given
name, Rolihlahla, meant “troublemaker.”
His life as Nelson Mandela began at
age seven when his mother decided her son
should be literate and sent him to a Methodist mission school. His first teacher gave him
the English name of Nelson, which was British
colonial tradition.
Before apartheid, Mandela had earned
a bachelor’s degree, studied law and was working as an attorney. In 1948, the South African
National Party came to power. The subsequent
enactment of radical laws stripping native Africans of their rights triggered Mandela’s legendary fight against them. He was loved; he
was hated. When the battle was won, he was
awarded the Nobel Peace Prize.
If peace prizes were given in the business world, I believe that someone from the
HR staff would win every year. We are charged
with impossible tasks every day. As I reflected
on this great man’s life, I noticed how appli-

cable his philosophy was to the areas HR people are
expected to manage. The connections with Mandela’s
words jumped out at me. You will recognize these
terms from your own job description.
Change Management: “The key to change … is to
let go of fear.”
Conflict Management: “If you want to make peace
with your enemy, you have to work with your enemy.
Then he becomes your partner.”
OSHA Compliance: “Safety and security don’t just
happen; they are the result of collective consensus and
public investment.”
Diversity in the Workplace: “No one is born hating
another person because of the color of his skin, or
his background or his religion. People must learn to
hate, and if they can learn to hate, they can be taught
to love, for love comes more naturally to the human
heart.”
Recruiting and Hiring: “I like friends who have independent minds because they tend to make you see
problems from all angles.”
Employee Engagement: “A fundamental concern for
others in our individual and community lives would
go a long way in making the world the better place we
so passionately dreamt of.”
Corporate Training: “Education is the most power-

ful weapon which you can use to change the
world.”
Labor Negotiation: “A good leader can engage
in a debate frankly and thoroughly, knowing
that at the end he and the other side must be
closer, and thus emerge stronger. ”
Leadership Development: “It is better to lead
from behind and to put others in front, especially when you celebrate victory, when nice
things occur. You take the front line when
there is danger. Then people will appreciate
your leadership.”
In addition to his incredible work with
human rights, Nelson Mandela should be remembered as a spectacular human being in his
own right. He was an educator, a Bible scholar,
a ballroom dancer, a prisoner and a president.
And, he seemed to smile just because he liked
to.
Susan LeMiles Holmes is director of Career Services at Texas State Technical College and a published novelist. You can inquire about hiring
TSTC graduates by emailing susan.holmes@harlingen.tstc.edu.

YOUR LOCAL G
AACE Condo Rentals
4901 Padre Blvd
SPI, TX 78597
www.aace-rent.com
info@aace-rent.com

Casa Bella Resort

Book and view interior and exterior
of our units on line 24/7.
Winter special stay 3 nights pay for 2.
Offer expires March 1, 2014
5601 Padre Blvd. SPI
(956) 761-7700
spicasabella@yahoo.com
www.casabellaspi.com

956.761.1160
www.schlitterbahn.com

A Casual
Waterfront Restaurant
Famous for the FUN,
Known for the FOOD!

956.943.FOOD (3663)

www.PiratesLandingRestaurant.com
Located at the foot of the
Causeway in Port Isabel’s
Famous Historic Lighthouse Square

Longest Fishing Pier in Texas!
Bait Tackle Sales & Pole Rentals!
Family, Friendly Fun!
Pirate’s Landing Fishing Pier is located perfectly at the entrance to the
Queen Isabella Causeway that leads to SPI.
(956) 943-PIER

GETAWAY IS SPI!

A Real Dining
Over the Water Experience
Breakfast, Lunch & Dinner

Palapa Bar
Serving Breakfast, Lunch & Dinner Daily
Plus Full Service Bar

956.761.PIER (7437)

www.Pier19.us
1 Padre Blvd., South Padre Island
From Causeway, Turn right on Padre Blvd.
You’ll see our sign one block on the right
Across the street from Schlitterbahn

Authentic Italian,
Fresh Seafood & Steaks
Keith DiSantis
Andy Minkler
Live Jazz Nights
Sat 5-9pm
Thur & Fri 6-9pm
Across from
from the
the Lighthouse
Lighthouse (956)
(956) 943-7611
943-7611
Across
Open 11am
11am Daily
Daily -- Rotary
Rotary meets
meets here
here Friday
Friday at
at noon
noon
Open
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Looking at the Big Picture
is to make the frames correctly so Peggy Allen suggest a mat color that harmonizes with a customer’s paintprecision is essential,” said Allen. ing. (VBR)
A perfectionist, she can detect
the smallest variations in size
and shape of frame and matting
components. “I want a customer to open a frame package and
be delighted.”
Allen deals primarily with walk-in customers, who
initially ask her guidance in selecting a mat and frame. Her
many repeat customers are most
likely to leave everything in her
hands, trusting her taste and talents. Allen may ask them if they
intend to group several pictures
together and, if so, works toward
a harmonious mix. “What we’re
trying to do is show the art.”
On the other hand,
decorators and interior designers
bring in the swatches of the wall
colors where the art will be hung
and are more specific. “Decorators like frames to coordinate or to complement the wall long at all.”
room. Some decorators will bring in up to 20 pieces
As an outlet for framing fragments, Alto be framed,” Allen said. She and her staff of five len started making mosaic frames and donating
have earned a reputation for their specialty matting them to charity silent auctions. When indiand distinctive frames.
viduals who didn’t have the winning bid began
A desire to preserve artworks and photo- calling her to make mosaic frames for their mirgraphs attracts numerous customers to House of rors, Allen knew she had a viable product. “I
Frames. To display museum quality work, Allen did mosaics of pottery and tile when I was in
said, fabric-wrapped mats, either of linen or cotton, college. Then I tried it with frame pieces and
are the best solution. Because acid-free matting was found it was a lot of fun to do. It keeps your
not commonly used before 1980, Allen frequently is brain really creative.” For example, Allen has
asked to replace matting that is deteriorating. And, used framing scraps to fashion four-sided roshe noted, when the backing paper on a professional settes, which make up large, multi-angled but
framed item gets damaged or ripped, bugs can get in symmetrical frames.
Although Allen relocated the business
and damage the artwork.
“We do a lot of updating with conservation when she bought it, the current production
New York Deli
New York Deli II
products,” Allen said. “Everybody is interested in area is bursting at the seams. “After 15 years,
829 W Dove Ave
122 North A Street
keeping the color true. Conservation glass can pre- you accumulate things. I see a potential artistic
McAllen
Harlingen
vent fading. Saving memories is important today.” purpose for everything. I have more ideas than
(956) 631-8787
(956) 425-3500
She creates memory boxes of items with meanings I have time for,” she said. Equipment has been
New York Deli III New York Deli IIII
for a family and their heritage. “We’ve framed cigars upgraded or added, like a vacuum heat press,
1631 East Price Road 1400 Westgate Drive
along with all kinds of memorabilia. We’ve done a overall increasing the precision of the finished
Brownsville
Weslaco
lot of photo collages, for businesses and organiza- product. Yet Allen has resisted totally automat(956) 550-0025
(956) 647-5703
ing her shop. “I like doing things by hand,
tions, as well as for families.”
Because the House of Frames is a job shop, nothing compares with that.”
Allen recently decided to have more of
Allen and her employees rarely have time to create
pieces on spec. One exception Allen makes is for gallery presence with select paintings by noted
the Professional Picture Framers Association com- local artists and with sculptures of mesquite and
petitions, which challenge members to work with forged iron. “You can never have too much art
creative matting and angles. The unusual overlays on your walls.”
and framing concepts that Allen does have found an
appreciative Valley audience. “Every time the shop See hofrgv.net or call 423-8282.
creates a contest-style piece, it doesn’t stay on the

By Eileen Mattei
“I tell people I’ve been training for this
job all my life,” said House of Frames owner
Peggy Allen, surrounded by framed artwork
and frame samples.
Allen graduated from Pan Am with a
studio art degree and held jobs as a commercial artist. In 1997, after working part time for
three years with the previous owner of House
of Frames, Allen bought the custom framing
business. That was two months before she gave
birth to her sixth child. “I absolutely love doing this. It’s the only place that I could work
with so many kids,” she said with a laugh in the
Harlingen shop.
Allen’s experience with printmaking,
painting, ceramics, photography and art preservation has all been beneficial for her business.
“I personally think a frame should be more than
just background,” she said. “The frame should
add another dimension. The color and texture
of the matting and frame style should reflect
the art. If not, the whole display is not what it
could be. The finished product must make you
happy.”
“This is a production shop. Our goal
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Home-Grown Operations Managers
vices, individuals with the ability to understand and
apply operations mangement concepts have not been
easy to find. Yet warehouses and distribution centers,
and large production and service facilities are among
the Valley employers who need logistics-savvy facilities managers.
The Business Management Technology department has an active advisory committee whose
members include senior staff from Panasonic, H-E-B
and Valley Baptist Medical Center, as well as accounting and financial firms and municipal agencies. “They
are excited about the curriculum and about becoming
really involved. They want to come in on a quarterly
basis to discuss objectives, to see if the students are
mastering them,” Silva said.
Advisory committee members have invited
the classes to come to their facilities, Silva said. “They
are willing to work with us on scenarios and the objectives that students need to know. They provide a lot
of great feedback and information about trends. We’re
looking at developing projects specifically geared to
meeting the needs of industry.”
Observing local companies’ reliance on iPads
and tablets in the workplace, for example, speaks volumes to the students, said instructor Cindy Mata.
“With advisory members in industry involved, it’s
good for the students. They become knowledgeable
about what is actually going on, not just the theory.
They won’t be asking why they should learn something when they
see it first-hand being applied on the
job.”
The degree in operations
management requires 63 credits.
The courses include
principles
of macroeconomics and microeconomics, strategic
mangement, human
resources,
business law, accounting, quality
mangement, facilities management,
warehouse management, spreadsheets, and production and operations
management.
“We had nice
cohort with 33
students in the asTSTC operations management instructor Cindy Mata checks on student Elizabeth sociate degree proReyes, whose background includes operational logistics at a Levi’s plant. (VBR)
gram start in the

By Eileen Mattei
Major Valley employers, including
H-E-B managers, have told Elvia Silva they
would like to recruit qualified facilities managers or operations managers in the Valley, instead of being forced to seek them outside the
region. As chair of the Business Management
Technology department at Texas State Technical School-Harlingen, Silva was in a position
to address that problem. With the Fall 2013
semester, TSTC began offering an Associate of
Applied Science degree in Operations Management, with the approval of the Texas Higher
Education Coordinating Board.
“I think it was long overdue to have
this program in our area. We know there is an
industry need,” said Silva, who noted the closest similar program had been in San Antonio.
Silva had years of experience at General Dynamics, working on teams involved with material requirements, process control and scheduling. Being able to plan, prioritize and schedule
resources, people and equipment is essential for
efficient business operations, she added.
Continuous improvement processes
such as Lean and Six Sigma are part of the
DNA of many corporations now. While it’s a
given that new hires are computer literate and
competent with various technologies and de-

fall,” Silva said.
By November, 14 new students had
signed up to start the program with the January
2014 semester.
Additional students are pursuing the
one-year, 39-credit operations management
certificate. “Some use the certificate to get their
foot in door or try a new career. Often if students earn a certificate and find success, they
go on for an associate degree,” she said. From
there, Silva expects a portion will continue on
for a bachelor’s degree. The courses are transferrable to the University of Texas at Brownsville
and the University of Houston.
New facilities are coming into the area
and existing distributors and retail operations,
along with healthcare and logistics companies,
will be expanding in the area, Silva said. “There
is no longer a need for them to look outside the
Valley for facilities managers. We’re keeping up
with technology and the demands of industry
in Texas.”
For more info, contact the TSTC Business Management Technology department at 364-4626.
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The 12-Month Deere Season
By Anita Westervelt
Earl Neuhaus’ first passion is cotton
harvesting, and he has witnessed the evolution of the cotton picker from his first involvement in the industry as a boy on his father’s
farm through his years as owner of Neuhaus &
Company.
When Neuhaus was 16, his dad purchased a piece of equipment from the then
Sherry-Barbee Implement Company, which
had Valley roots dating back to 1939. “He
needed it in a hurry and I offered my services

to help put it together,” Neuhaus said. The job helped
put him through Texas A&M University. The owners
of the John Deere dealership encouraged him to come
back and run their sales department after he earned
his degree in agricultural economics. After becoming
a partner and then owner for nearly 40 years, Neuhaus now is passing the Weslaco-based company on
to the next generation, his sons Lance and Kevin. His
nearly 50 years of assembling, working on and selling
John Deere farm equipment has given him a broad
perspective on Valley agriculture.
“Diversification of crops makes the Valley

Neuhaus & Co. Weslaco store. (VBR)
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unique,” Neuhaus said. “Irrigation farmers are
60% of our customers; 40% are dryland farmers. We have to be very diverse in the lines of
equipment we have. They are all unique in their
performance.”
Neuhaus has seen great changes in the
Valley’s farming industry and in the equipment
that makes it happen, especially during the
1980s. “Efficiency became paramount. Equipment became all about production and productivity. Everything got bigger. We got bigger. We
went from a single store to two and then four.”
Stores are in Raymondville, Brownsville and
Harlingen.
“The big driver to all that was population growth,” said Lance Neuhaus, who is currently the company’s general manager. Like his
father, he has an agricultural economics degree
from Texas A&M University.
“Automation came into the picture,
then, too,” added Lance’s brother, Kevin Neuhaus. “Now, most farm equipment has GPS,
yield monitoring, yield mapping. Our current
large model tractor has more lines of computer
code than the first space shuttle – very sophisticated machinery with a lot of electronics in
them.” He received an agricultural business degree from Tarleton State University. He is the
sales manager for the four stores.
Sophistication and technology equals
productivity, according to the brothers. In the
last 13 or 14 years, farmers have expected to see
immediate results in savings on costs such as
fertilizer, seed and fuel by way of larger, more
productive machinery, plus quicker response
time in servicing it. “Time is money in most all
of agriculture production.”
One of the most impressive pieces of
equipment Earl Neuhaus has encountered is
the John Deere 7760 Baler. The 69,000-pound,
530 horse-power, computerized machine picks
cotton off the plant and delivers it in the field
in a cylindrical bale encased in a plastic, weatherproof package. “It’s the only product of its
kind on the market,” he said. “No one else
sells anything like it. Before, cotton was put
into modules and subject to weather losses and
more labor intensive. This baler is a lot more
efficient as the harvester never stops to unload.
It’s all done on the go.”
Although Earl Neuhaus admitted that
equipment efficiency eliminates jobs, “that
same efficiency kept the agriculture industry
profitable,” he said. “Agricultural production
grew here because of equipment. Although textile mills have gone overseas, Deere has always
been production agriculture minded. That’s
what keeps the jobs. We are way ahead of other

January 2014
countries in agriculture production because of sizes of new and used John Deere tractors and farm
equipment and implements, Neuhaus & Co. also
companies like Deere.”
Along with believing in the product, sells a full range of lawn and garden equipment, chain
Neuhaus built his business on customer service. saws, and nuts and bolts in their True Value hardware
“With agricultural equipment, it’s got
to go when it’s got to go,” he said. “Harvesting and planting are always considered peak usage times. Our customers
know that if they buy something here,
we’re going to service it.”
Neuhaus & Co. has 97 employees, many of them long time. “That
means real tenure and experience,” Neuhaus said. “The low employee turnover
helps our customer service.” Employees
are kept up to date with technological
advances in equipment either at company training sites or online, onsite training.
One thing the Rio Grande Valley’s agricultural economy depends on,
and in turn what drives the Neuhaus &
Co. business, is water. Neuhaus is hopeful that the water districts will work
together for the best use of the Valley’s
water. “Conservation of our lands is important,” to keep agricultural people in
the work place.
Besides selling and servicing all From left, sons Kevin and Lance with Earl Neuhaus. (VBR)
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department.
For more information, see neuhausco.com.

Introducing Weslaco’s Newest Retail Center!
Southgate Center

Anchored by the Valley's first Walmart Neighborhood Market.
Approximately 13,000 SF of additional retail.
Preconstruction lease rates available.
One restaurant, fast food or bank pad site available

(956) 969-8648
969-8648 Randy
Randy Summers,
Summers, CCIM
CCIM
(956)
2290 W.
W. Pike
Pike Blvd.
Blvd. Suite
Suite 100
100
2290
Weslaco, Texas
Texas 78596
78596
Weslaco,
info@davisequity.com
www.DavisEquity.com
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A Plague of Small Business Fraud
By Mike Webb
Recently we have had a rush of new
clients who have found themselves the victims
of employee theft. Justifiably angry and upset,
most of them have no idea how the fraud happened.
Potential fraudsters are from all walks
of life. For example, a university president falsified expense reports for several hundred thousand dollars over a few years. An office manager
wrote extra checks to himself and doubled his
salary in one year. A CEO used the company
credit card for his personal use for about a million dollars. A bookkeeper deposited company
checks into her personal checking account for
several years. The child of a business owner diverted so much money and material to another
business that the family business collapsed.
The only constant in the war on fraud is that
you never know who the perpetrator is going to
be. But don’t give up, because there are ways to
fight back.
When discussing fraud, experts use the
image of a three-legged stool. Take away one
of the three legs -- pressure, rationale and opportunity, and the stool falls over.

Pressure can arise when a new spouse or the
desire to live in a better neighborhood with a new car
generates a sudden desire for cash. The realization
that you are not earning enough money to put your
child through college or care for your aging parents is
a powerful force.
No discussion of fraud would be complete
without the Big Five: drugs, sex, gambling, booze
and shopping. Chemical addictions are incredibly
expensive, as are extramarital affairs. Gambling and
shopping sprees have also wrecked many lives. If you
know someone with tendencies toward these behaviors, pay more attention.
Examples of rationale are, “I’m only borrowing this money. I’ll pay it back as soon.” Or, “This
company doesn’t pay me what I’m worth. I can sneak
out some merchandise and sell it on the Internet.” If
you have employees constantly unhappy about their
pay or job, it might be a clue.
The third leg of the stool is the only one you
can control: opportunity. There has to be a reasonable
chance that the theft can be successful, or it’s too dangerous for the criminal. If you do everything you can
to reduce opportunity, then the possibility of theft decreases. Whether they steal for a drug habit or for the
thrill, make it as difficult for the bad guys as possible.
Fortunately the small business owner has a
wealth of tools to fight fraud. The first thing to do is
to consult with a CPA or other professional who has
expertise in fraud prevention. They can also consult
the library and internet.
Make sure your standard practices include
the following.
1. Segregate duties so that no one person controls
the checkbook or credit cards. Only the owner
signs checks, and there are no signature stamps.
If you can’t double check every transaction, consider a reputable bookkeeping service.
2. Make sure company credit card statements
come to your home address, so employees can’t
conceal improper purchases. Also, limit the number of people who have company cards.
3. Enforce mandatory vacations. You discover
many things when thieves are not around to cover
up their deeds.
4. Lock up high value items and inventory them
frequently, like jewelers and gun shops do.
5. Document everything you discover or suspect.
You need this data if something bad happens.
6. Write an employee policy manual and stick
to it. If the rules are clear and the consequences
enforced, people will think twice before testing
you.

Nasty Statistics
ONE
About 75% of all employees steal, and
about 50% of all employees steal more
than once.
TWO
33% of all business bankruptcies are
caused by employee theft.
THREE
Most fraud is very difficult, if not impossible, to detect during normal financial statement audits.
FOUR
Most fraud is only discovered by chance
or when an insider comes forward.
FIVE
Employees steal more than shoplifters.
SIX
An average fraud lasts about two years
before it is detected.
SEVEN
By some estimates, America loses more
than $700 billion per year in fraud.
Small businesses are hardest hit because
they often lack the resources to implement effective controls.

7. Set the tone from the top. If you are
ethical and honest, then you will attract
ethical and honest employees. My very
first fraud investigation was started by two
loyal employees who discovered a supervisor stealing from the business. They were
almost fanatical in their defense of their
employer.
The number one cause of fraud is blind
trust. Trust your employees and support them,
but remember to verify everything. Spend time
understanding the fraud game to protect your
business, your money and your family.
Mike Webb is employed by Hales-Bradford, LLP,
Certified Public Accountants in Brownsville. If
you have questions, call 956-542-9196.
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Five New Year’s Business Resolutions
By Javier Cantu
As we ushered in the New Year, the
question on everyone’s mind was likely, “What
should be my New Year’s resolution?” Resolutions are great for our personal lives. How can a
New Year’s resolution translate into long-term
success for your business?
This year, you and your business can
make some practical resolutions -- and stick to
them. It requires focusing a critical eye on your
business operations and knowing what can be
done to further your success. The trick is to find
realistic and manageable goals. The best way to
combat resolution burnout is to embrace your
goals one at a time.
Start by compiling a list of everything
you want to improve in your business, and then
narrow down your list to goals that can actually be met this year. Designate a timeframe to
complete each goal.
Not sure where to start? You might
find that personal resolutions can be readily applied to your business as well. Here are five
common resolutions that easily carry over to
the business world.
Get fit. Make sure that your business

is “financially fit.” Is your business currently operating
with cost efficiency? How can it be improved? Attend
workshops or talk to a financial advisor to pinpoint
problem areas to work on. Start with small goals and
soon you will see improvements.
Spend more time with family and friends.
In business, family and friends are business partners
and customers. Stay connected and strengthen existing business relationships while establishing new ones.
Seek out industry associations and guilds to expand
your business network.
Refresh your wardrobe. Refreshing your
business’ wardrobe could be as simple as a new coat
of paint on a storefront. For others, it could be an
updated website, a venture into social media or a new
marketing strategy. Whatever fits your business best,
some new “clothes” could be the extra spark that yields
higher profits.
Read more books. The best way to grow
your business is to expand your knowledge base. Are
there new developments in your industry? What about
new markets, such as trade or procurement? Would a
business course or workshop help? By asking yourself
these questions, you are one step closer to improving
your business know-how.
Recycle. Being conscious of the earth and

the impact that humans have on it are not only
personal ethical concerns, they may equate to
saving money for your business. Starting a new
recycling protocol or buying recycled products
whenever possible does not only promote more
sustainable business practices, it may even merit government incentives during tax time. Find
out if there is anything your business can do to
cut down on waste.
Whatever industry you are in, there are
ways to improve your business. The New Year is
a perfect time to make a positive change. Your
business can keep its resolutions if the goals are
realistic, incremental and practical. Be sure everyone in the company is aware and on board
with these resolutions. Support for goals increases the likelihood of their success. Even if
you don’t complete your whole list, don’t be
discouraged. Start up again and persevere until your business goals are met. Good luck and
happy New Year!
Javier Cantu is a research assistant at the UTPA
Small Business Development Center. For more information, call 665-7535.
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Nurturing Entrepreneurs
By Eileen Mattei
The Great Biz Idea Showdown, hosted
by UTPA’s College of Business Administration
for the seventh year, attracted potential business creators eager to showcase their ideas. Forty teams entered the campus-wide competition
and, following a poster presentation, the top
six were chosen by students to make 10-minute
live presentations.
The creativity, implementation likelihood, profitability, professionalism, potential
for job creation and benefit to mankind of those
six ideas helped judges from the business world
determine which teams would split $3,000 in
prizes.
Gladyss Martinez, whose family owns
Lil Orange Tire and Wheels, realized that when
people don’t know their tire size and wear, it
slows down their process of buying a tire. She
and her two teammates proposed a mobile app
that would shorten the process of buying a tire.
The app would photograph the identification
numbers on tires and the software would match
the numbers to tires in stock. The consumer
would benefit from reduced waiting time. The
small tire shop would benefit from the efficiency, faster turnaround and happier customers.
The app could be designed to send push notifications when it was time for a tire rotation or
oil change, Martinez explained. The app could
be licensed to tire shops.
After the extended elevator pitches,
the students answered question posed by the
judges who were business owners. “Have you

validated
the This five-person team won UTPA’s Great Biz Idea Showdown and $1,500 with their
market for your ideas for recycling restaurant grease. (VBR)
app?” Martinez
was asked. The
team, in fact,
had done a survey that asked
if the customer
would download an app to
find out if their
tire was in stock.
“In our survey,
92% said it
would be more
convenient for
them to use the
app,” she said.
“Everyone
is
used to having
an app for everything.”
T w o
teams proposed
methods
of
overcoming the
campus’s major
parking problems which lead
to wasted time
and gas. One
er energy plants.
idea featured an app and the second featured physical
The team said they calculated that the
signboards.
revamped system could enable McAllen’s 361
A five person team called Green Energy restaurants to significantly reduce their current
Tr a n s f o r m a - grease-waste costs and reduce sewer line blocktive turned to ages.
nanotechnolErik Cantu, an electrical engineering
ogy to address student, and Charles Cartwright, a physics/
the problems math major, introduced their potential comthat restaurants pany, Reclaimers. They proposed repurposing
and waste haul- air conditioning condensate, which currently
ers have with drains directly into the sewer system. The averused
grease. age house daily produces about 20 gallons of
They proposed condensate, which is equivalent in purity to
a business that rainwater. At a cost of $250, Reclaimers’ retwould first con- rofit device could direct water to landscaping
vert the large irrigation or to a water storage system. This uninventory
of tapped resource would result in greater savings
unrecycled glass when applied to commercial structures, Cantu
into tiny par- said.
ticles of nanoThe Green Energy team was awarded
glass. Then they first prize, $1,500; Reclaimers took second and
would retrofit $750; while Lil Orange won third place.
existing grease
“Everybody had great ideas,” said mantraps to handle agement professor John Sargent. “Keep your
the nanoglass. entrepreneurial ideas alive.”
Erik Cantu and Charles Cartwright describe their business idea to reclaim waer from an The glass-grease
untapped source: air conditioner condensate. (VBR)
mix would pow-
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Timely Foreign Tax Report Filing
By Richard A. Walker, CPA
Year-end tax planning should include
determining whether or not any foreign reporting will be required. Although the tax laws
requiring timely reporting have been in place
for several years, we have seen the IRS assessing penalties for late filing of 2012 income tax
returns with required foreign financial information reporting. The penalty for failure to
furnish the required information in a timely
return generally is equal to $10,000 for each
failure and can increase if the failure continues
after notification by the IRS.
With respect to Form 3520, the initial
penalty is equal to the higher of $10,000 or
35% of the gross value of yearly distributions
from or into the foreign trust, or 5% of the
gross assets owned by the U.S. person in the
foreign trust. In addition to the civil penalties
mentioned above, there are criminal penalties
for willful violations that can include a fine of
not more than $250,000, or imprisonment for
not more than five years, or both.
No penalties are imposed if the taxpayer can show that the failure to comply was due
to reasonable cause and not willful neglect.
A list of the more common required

foreign reporting follows:
1. Form TDF 90-22.1 (Report of foreign bank
and financial accounts “FBAR”). A U.S. person
who has a financial interest in or signature authority over foreign financial accounts must file an
FBAR if the aggregate value of the foreign financial accounts exceeds $10,000 at any time during
the calendar year.
2. Form 3520 (Annual Return to Report Transactions with Foreign Trust and Receipt of Certain
Foreign Gifts). A U.S. person that has a reportable event, outstanding obligations with or certain
ownership in a foreign trust, received distributions
from or to a foreign trust during the calendar year
is required to file this annual return. In addition,
a U.S. person that receives more than $100,000 as
a gift or bequest from a foreign person or foreign
estate or receives more than $14,723 (threshold for
2012) from a foreign corporation or foreign partnership during the calendar year is required to file
this annual return.
3. Form 5471 (Information return of U.S. persons with respect to certain foreign corporations).
A U.S. person who owns or acquired, during the
year, 10% or more stock in a foreign corporation is
required to file this annual information return.
4. Form 5472 (Information return of a 25%

foreign-owned U.S. corporation or foreign
corporation engaged in a U.S. trade or business). The purpose of the form is to report
related party transactions with the U.S. corporation and transactions with the U.S. corporation from other related foreign entities
and persons.
5. Form 8938 (Statement of Specified Foreign Financial Assets). A U.S. person who
meets certain dollar thresholds any time during the calendar year is required to report
on the following specified foreign financial
assets: Financial accounts maintained by a
foreign financial institution and other assets
not held in accounts maintained by financial institutions, such as stock or securities
issued by non-U.S. persons, financial instruments or contracts with issuers or counterparties that are non-U.S. persons, and interest in certain foreign entities.
A U.S. person, as mentioned in items
1 through 3 above includes a citizen or resident
of the U.S., a domestic partnership, a domestic
corporation and an estate of certain trusts.
Contact the Tax Department of Burton McCumber & Cortez, LLP or visit bmctexas.com.
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Lessons Past: Grace Heritage Ranch
The Schalk family turned their ranch into a destination for those who want to see a farm first-hand. (VBR)
By Nydia O. Tapia-Gonzales
New technology in the form
of wind turbines around Willacy
County has not kept Grace Heritage
Ranch from adopting traditions from
the past and flourishing. Bryan and
Mary Schalk moved to Willacy County
three years ago with a dream to live in
a self-sustaining homestead where they
could grow organic vegetables, raise
farm animals and home school their
six children. Most importantly, Bryan
wanted to instill in his family the perseverance, wisdom and work ethic from
past generations. As months went by,
friends visited the ranch and enjoyed it
so much that Bryan and Mary decided
to open their Santa Monica homestead
to others and generate another income
stream.
“It’s just like pioneer days, but
our God-given abilities are to teach.
That is what drove us to share our ranch
with others,” said Bryan.
Named after the family’s cherished first donkey, God’s Grace, Grace
For Bryan, managing the ranch is his
supporter of the heritage ranch concept since Bryan
Heritage Ranch officially opened its doors to approached him with the idea almost two years ago. passion, which he does while fulfilling his duties
the public in December 2013. Prior to that, “We need more people with new ideas like him to as a full-time employee of the federal governthe Raymondville Chamber of Commerce come to Willacy County. We are here to help out with ment. Mary said working together has strengthhosted a “rope cutting” at the 100-acre ranch access roads, and the Chamber of Commerce will also ened her family and that prayer is what keeps
where members and guests wished the Schalks support this effort,” said Loya. He added that Grace her going. A ranch has many chores to tackle
the best in their new venture. Willacy County Heritage Ranch will bring more visitors to the coun- each day, and hosting visitors on Saturdays will
Commissioner Noe Loya has been an ardent ty.
certainly increase the work, but Schalk family,
parents and children alike, are
thrilled at the potential of teaching others about their lifestyle.
“What is the number one use
of a cowhide?” asked Bryan during the rope cutting. “Boots,”
someone yelled. “To keep the
cow together,” a smiling Bryan
replied, as he talked about a
wealth of featured activities included in the two and a half
hour tours. On the interactive
tour, visitors will have the opportunity to feed the cattle and
see the ranch’s pastured heritage
breeds of animals.
The tour includes milking the
goats, and feeding the turkeys,
chickens, and geese, in addition
to learning about a rain water
collecting system, heirloom vegetables, rotating gardens, endangered animal species, beehives,
and native grasses. One of the
Schalk children demonstrates
Grace Heritage Ranch visitors get to feed the goats and get close to farm animals. (VBR)
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positive work ethic and hard work. They know
how to turn cotton fibers into yarn, and Bryan sale, including steers, goats, geese and chicks.
With their dream complete, Bryan reflected things are not free,” he concluded.
talks about the county’s historic shipwreck and
the salt lakes. A Willacy County ranch tour on what is most important to him and Mary. “We
could not be complete without learning about believe our children are learning Christian values and For more information, see graceheritageranch.com
an onsite working oil well and the nearby wind are good stewards of the land. They see where food or call the ranch toll free at 1-855-447-8687.
comes from and appreciate things more as a result of a
farms.
Bryan and Mary, with their sons
Jacob, Matthew, Joseph and Caleb, introduce guests to some of the animals,
and encourage them to help in feeding
the vivacious goats, donkeys and rambunctious turkeys. Cold and gloomy
weather has not discouraged the Schalk
family, who has been getting the ranch
for its debut for many months. “It did
take an initial investment,” commented
Bryan, “but in the long run we will see
the savings generated by our new lifestyle.”
Ranch tours are available every
Saturday at 10 a.m. and at 2 p.m. Private tours are available by reservation.
As the website notes, the ranch is an
operating establishment and a working
homestead, so it could be a potentially
hazardous place. Guests must complete
an indemnity form before the tour. The
website has information on the tours, as
well as ranch events and the animals for Grace Heritage Ranch turkeys survived another Thanksgiving. (VBR)

Another first.

We’re proud to be open in Hidalgo County.
First Community Bank’s newest location is open at 2208 West Trenton Road in Edinburg. Initially it is being operated
as a loan production oﬃce, but will be expanded to a full service bank by the end the first quarter of 2014.
Michael McCarthy will head up Hidalgo County operations. He has been in banking for over thirty years.
His community interests include The Salvation Army, Easter Seals and the Linn/San Manuel and San Isidro
chili cook-oﬀs. He and his wife Mary Beth raised two sons and one daughter.
Flora is a proud Valley native who started her banking career in 1977. She has been Michael McCarthy’s lending assistant
for 25 years. She has three grown sons. One is a nurse and the other two serve in the United States Marine Corp. She loves
to fish and is an avid woodworker as well. Her favorite pastime however is spending time with her four grandchildren.

Michael McCarthy
Senior Vice-President

Flora Fagan
Assistant Vice-President

Michael and Flora stand ready to assist you with any of your commercial banking needs.
First Community Bank operates nine banking centers in seven Valley cities,
and is the only community bank with banking centers in Cameron, Willacy and Hidalgo Counties!

San Benito

1151 W. Highway 77
600 S. Sam Houston Blvd.
956.399.3331

Los Fresnos

205 E. Ocean Blvd.
956.233.4100

Member FDIC

Harlingen

806 S. 77 Sunshine Strip
405 N. Stuart Place Rd.
956.428.4100

Raymondville

729 E. Hidalgo Ave.
956.699.4000

South Padre Island
2701 Padre Blvd.
956.761.8589

Brownsville

470 E. Morrison Rd.
956.547.5100

Edinburg

2208 W. Trenton Rd.
956.664.8000

FREE ATM USAGE AT ALL STRIPES LOCATIONS / www.FCBWEB.net / 24 HR. TELEBANK 956.361.3661
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The Rising Tide Lifting the Valley
By Eileen Mattei
Because Mexico has such an impact
on the Valley, two economists with different
perspectives recently discussed our southern
neighbor’s economy at the Border Economic
Development and Entrepreneurship symposium hosted by the Federal Reserve Bank and
the University of Texas-Pan American.
“Our future is deeply interwoven with
Texas. Mexico’s stagnation has had an impact
on Texas economy,” said José Antonio Morillo,
now with Banorte but formerly with Mexico’s
Central Bank, the equivalent of the Federal Reserve Bank. The lack of significant structural
reforms for the past 20 years is being actively
addressed by the government and positioning
Mexico to take advantage of its assets. “We estimate that the reforms are going to yield two extra points on GDP on top of regular growth.”
Productivity gains in Mexico factories
have grown to the point that the cost of production in Mexico is quite close to that of China,
as China’s manufacturing wages have tripled in
the past seven years. Mexico’s manufacturing
index, which until 2008 moved in tandem with
the U.S.’s index, has now doubled, Morillo said.
Mexico’s working age population is climbing

EVERY PRINT JOB
NEEDS A HERO
HASSLE-FREE PRINTING
TO THE RESCUE

CONTACT US
Free Samples & Info

4954 Space Center Dr.
San Antonio, TX 78218
San Antonio
210-804-0390
Austin
512-480-0860

samples @shweiki.com
www.shweiki.com

to 88 million, an increase of 20%, whereas China’s
workforce is starting to shrink.

Another Perspective
John Sargent, professor of management
in UTPA’s College of Business Administration,
has researched maquilas in the border corridor
Reforms
“We are pretty certain at Banorte that energy and conducted qualitative analysis studies of
reform is going through quickly,” Morillo continued. maquilas and Monterrey.
The border manufacturing dynamic
The consensus is that it needs to be done, and it will
have a large impact in the short term. Open explora- shifted dramatically in 2000 when corporation though concessions is on track. The electricity tions began relocating their factories to China.
sector is slated to allow competition in generation and “Mexico really figured out how to manufacture
commercialization. “Energy reforms will have a huge after China got involved,” Sargent said. After
positive effect on the border economy.”
China began taking Mexico’s market share, maEducational reform is the top priority of quilas began adopting a new business model.
Mexican businesses, but it will not be accomplished The plants started adopting proximity-depenquickly, given obstacles presented by entrenched dent strategies that have allowed the maquila
unions, Morillo said. Among the developed nations, industry to regain its footing. Concentrating
Mexico has the lowest percentage (35%) of persons on lower volume, customized, just-in-time,
with a high school education. “It will be very costly, zero defect products has been responsible for
but in the long term it is one of the most important Mexico’s manufacturing resurgence as it caters
to nearby markets.
ways to raise GDP.”
Telecom reform, including allowing more
While China has grown its manufacforeign investment and fewer monopolies, is critical turing sector, Mexico has, too, said Sargent,
for Mexico. The country is ranked last among devel- who has studied 55 maquilas. “People are conoped nations – behind Turkey and Poland – in the fused about the shrinking of the maquila industry over the last 15 years.” The disappearance of
number of households with broad band.
Tax reform will not have a notable impact apparel companies is due in part to the equalon Texas retailers, said Morillo, predicting things will ization of quota advantages. “What continues
to be fantastic is the automotive parts sector.”
balance out.
Mexico has prudent government finances, The automotive and electronics industries often
low inflation, large liquidity buffers, international re- cannot wait on distant suppliers and are depenserves of $170 billion and a low inflation rate of 3.5%, dent on JIT suppliers.
Many maquilas are changing from
he said. “Things are going relatively well for Mexico.
high volume with low product mix to low volThat’s good news for Mexico and for the Valley.”
ume, high mix strategies. In 2000, Reynosa
had approximately 67,000 persons in
maquila-related employment compared
to 91,000 in 2012. Matamoros’ numbers are approximately 70,000 in 2000
and 46,000 in 2012.
		
That adds up to 137,000 between the two cities in 2000 and in
2012. Yet in that period, Mexico has
doubled the value of its exports to the
United States.
		
Nevertheless, the issue of border violence is retarding further growth.
“Those stories have kept new firms from
coming in and refreshing the industrial
base, adding work and jobs,” Sargent
observed.
		
He identified Monterrey as a
knowledge city that is competing to create the next generation of innovationintensive entrepreneurial firms, focusing on nanotechnology, biotechnology,
UTPA professor John Sargent listens to an attendee at the Federal mechatronics, information technology
Reserve/UTPA Border Economic Development and Entrepre- and health technology. “Monterrey has
neurship Symposium. (VBR)
at least a good shot at being successful.”
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In the Spot light

Top: Dedication and tours of the Challenger Learning Center on the TSTC campus,
Monday, December 2 at 10 a.m. (VBR)
Top: State Representative Eddie Lucio III addresses the crowd
about TSTC’s Challenger Learning Center importance to STEM
education as TSTC administrators, the Challenger Learning
Center regional president and a SpaceX representative also introduce the new center to Harlingen and surrounding communities.
(VBR)
Bottom: The Border Economic and Entrepreneurship Symposium
gave UTPA business students an opportunity to present their research on topics, including McAllen housing prices and the impact
of the peso exchange rate. (VBR)
For In The Spotlight consideration, submit your event
photos to info@valleybusinessreport.com.

Bottom: The Challenger Learning Center is an innovative, educational, hands-on learning STEM Lab to teachers and parents alike.
At the TSTC Challenger Learning Center students will experience a two-hour simulated
space launch and mission featuring an orbiting space station and a Mission Control Center. The experience will promote STEM learning, teamwork, critical thinking, space discovery and exploration. All space mission learning activities are aligned to STAAR and
TEKS testing objectives.
The Challenger Learning Center is part of the Challenger Center for Space Science Education, an international not-for-profit education organization founded by the families of the
astronauts tragically lost during the 1986 Challenger Space Shuttle disaster. The TSTC
Challenger Learning Center is one of 50 in the United States and only one of three in the
state of Texas.. (VBR)
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